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Overview

•  Account: Arizona Foot Doctors 

•  Industry: Medical practice 

•  Services: Analytics, SEO, and website design 

•  Goal: Increase patient bookings (or leads) with families and younger individuals between 

the ages of 25–54. 

•  Result: 68% increase in patient appointment requests, with the new average age of the 

patient being 39 years old. 
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The challenge 

Arizona Foot Doctors is a well-established podiatry practice based in Scottsdale, Arizona, 

focused on regenerative foot care and pain prevention/management. 

The majority of Arizona Foot Doctors’ traffic pre-pandemic came from word-of-mouth 

referrals, primarily from patients aged 65+ referring their friends and family members. While 

referrals allowed Arizona Foot Doctors to grow without spending any marketing dollars, the 

future was grim: Arizona Foot Doctors was destined to only serve older patients—older 

patients that came from unmeasurable referrals and unpredictable volumes. With longevity 

and community in mind, Arizona Foot Doctors made it their goal to reach younger 

individuals and their families and to convert them into lifetime patients. 

Our challenge/goal was to increase patient bookings (or leads) with 
families and younger individuals between the ages of 25–54 while 
implementing a tracking system that highlighted who, what, where, 
and when related to patient leads. Schedule Hourly Investment
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The solution

Schedule Hourly Investment

We assessed Arizona Foot Doctors’ current patient base, web presence, and the competing 

market to determine what needed to happen. Our key tactics included pausing paid ads 

once we began website SEO work, redesigning the website based on traffic trends and 

customer behavior, and prioritizing local SEO to drive new patient leads and website traffic. 

We also updated Google Analytics and Tag Manager and implemented website heatmap 

tracking to gauge current audience behavior and trends. 

- The agency before us organized several paid marketing campaigns, all of 

which had less than 1% conversion. 

•  An analysis of their web traffic and heatmaps led to an executive decision: the website 

needed to be rebranded and retooled.

•  In-depth research of the competitive landscape made it clear to us that we needed to 

prioritize local SEO link building, a Google My Business refresh, and reputation 

management. 

• Findings from our audience and market research directed us to take an aggressive 
approach to SEO rather than continuing with paid media. 
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The timeline

December 2019
Conducted keyword research & page remapping 
Started website redesign

•   Mobile responsive

•   Patient friendly (imagery, click-depth, and more) 

•   Improved website speed with new hosting 

Throughout 2020
Began local SEO overhaul 

•  Improved language and new launched messaging plan for Google My Business 

•  Acquired top-tier citations and cleaned up duplicate/incorrect listings 

Launched new reputation management strategy 

•  Increased positive patient reviews with new appointment follow-up software

Implemented technical SEO optimizations to improve indexability
Re-launched several service pages with simplified & optimized messaging 
Started consistent content posting 

January - May 2021 
Executed a content-heavy approach for SEO
Implemented technical and on-page optimizations for conditions pages
Enhanced local SEO though updated messaging, community outreach
& focused keyword targeting 
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The results

 All I can say is wow—look at how far we have come! Our website, SEO, and digital/online 

marketing are top notch. Approximately 75% of our patients find us online—that’s 

something to brag about! What do I love about Data Driven Marketers? They are so 

good at what they do that I elected to drop 100% of my paid advertising last year—I just 

don’t need it anymore. We took a content-rich approach to our website and brand 

marketing, and it has worked wonders for visibility and patient conversions.” 

—Adam Burns, practice administrator for Arizona Foot Doctors. 

271 calls from Google Maps 
vs 2020’s 185 

125 clicks to book appointment on Zocdoc 
vs 2020’s 55 & 2019’s 13

31 appointment form submissions 
vs 2020’s 14

68% January 1 - May 10, 2020 vs 2021: 68% increase 

in total organic patient leads year over year.
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New patient leads
Our aggressive approach to SEO (prioritizing local SEO, optimized website content, and 

indexability), resulted in 68% more patients throughout the pandemic than the year before. 

Arizona Foot Doctors saw a total of 427 new patient appointment requests from our 

marketing alone, 90% of which were patients between the age of 25–54 with a large amount  

of them1 scheduling appointments for their children after the first visit. All of the patient 

leads reported in 2021 came from organic traffic (no “pay-to-play” leads).
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The results, cont.

1 Reporting provided by Arizona Foot Doctors.

39
New average patient age 

73% of all patients are under the 
age of 54. 

427
New patient leads

68% increase 2021 vs 2020 
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The results, cont.

Improved local traffic & visibility 
By prioritizing local SEO marketing tactics, we not only drove traffic to Arizona Foot Doctors' 

medical clinic, but we helped them make an impression on search. Between January 1–May 

10, 2021, Arizona Foot Doctors appeared in the local 3-pack listing on Google Maps (the first 

SERP result on Google Search) for over 43 keywords. 95% of Arizona Foot Doctors’ traffic 

from Google Maps (41,250 search appearances) came from a discovery search, meaning that 

95% of the users who found Arizona Foot Doctors didn’t look them up directly2. 

2 Based on the metrics available in Google My Business. “Discovery” traffic on Google entails the discovery of a business based 

on keywords related to their products or services. “Direct” traffic covers any searches related to the brand name (i.e., Arizona 

Foot Doctors, AFD, AZ Foot Doctors).

Top traffic-driving keywords in Google My Business: toenail fungus + variations, foot 

doctor, podiatrist + podiatrist near me, bunion treatment, podiatrist scottsdale 

41,250 
Discovery search appearances 

in the East Valley, AZ

66% increase 2021 vs 2020 

271
Phone calls from Google Maps 

46% increase 2021 vs 2020
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The results, cont.

Top ranking content 
The content we develop for Arizona Foot Doctors works to accomplish three goals: 

Our formula achieved those goals and drove Arizona Foot Doctors the traffic we projected in 

2020, but it far surpassed our expectations in 2021. Several of the blogs we developed for 

Arizona Foot Doctors gained international recognition and visibility through SERP 

positioning. 

1. To provide accurate information to all patients and online browsers

2. To drive local traffic through the implementation of keywords like “foot doctor scottsdale, az”

3. To gain high volumes of traffic by writing around trending keywords with high search 

volume.

Drives 43.62% of this year’s 
organic traffic
Top keywords: how to dissolve bone 

spurs naturally, bone spur, foot doctor 

near me

Drives 9.17% of this year’s 
organic traffic 
Top keywords: foot arch pain not 

plantar fasciitis, inner foot arch pain foot 

doctor
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The team & tools 

Team members 

•  SEO strategist, since project start

•  Wordpress developer, for website redesign 

•  Content writer (non-medical specific), since project start 

•  Medical content editor, since 2020

•  SEO specialist, since 2021 

•  Copy editor, since 2021 

•  Wordpress editor, since 2020  

Tools used 

• Website design and development:  
•  Wordpress / WP Bakery 

•  Siteground Hosting 

• Research:  
•  SEMrush 

•  SpyFu 

•  Social Bakers 

•  Similar Web 

•  SERPs

• SEO execution:
•  SEMrush 

•  Yoast SEO 

•  Buzzsumo 

•  Google My Business

• Reputation Management
•  Arizona Foot Doctors’ Website 

•  Doctible 
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Obstacles & challenges

Content voice was a challenge. It took about five months before we nailed down Arizona 

Foot Doctors’ desired brand voice, tone, and overall character. Now, with a clear 

understanding of what they’re looking for and consistent branding across the site, content is 

created, reviewed, and approved with close to zero edits each month. The client is happy 

because we’re visibly doing our job (and making life easier for them!), and our team is happy 

because we get fast approval from the client and don’t have to duplicate our work with 

multiple rounds of edits. 

Brand consistency not only matters for SEO (it’s a ranking factor!), but it helped us create an 

online environment where families felt informed and delighted. And that means we’re 

building trust and lifetime advocacy. 

Lesson learned: Always nail down the brand guide before starting content creation. 
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The return on investment 

Arizona Foot Doctors invested $4,000 in the new website design in 2019. Monthly, Arizona 

Foot Doctors pays $975. 

Factoring in the total amount paid monthly from January 1, 2021–May 10, 2021, Arizona Foot 

Doctors’ average cost-per-lead (CPL) is $9.68. Including the full cost of the website design, 

Arizona Foot Doctors’ CPL averages $19.05. Arizona Foot Doctors has not invested in paid 

advertising since May of 2020. 

According to Pocket Sense, an average podiatry bill (not factoring in surgery or advanced 

treatments), is between $50 - $300. At $200/visit, our marketing services drove them 

$427,200 of potential revenue.  

Their projected minimum return on investment (ROI): $409,065.
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Partner with us 

Our mission is to educate, optimize, and empower sprouting agencies and marketers 
who share the same mission and drive as our team. 

We know that the digital marketing landscape is tough to compete in—that’s why we’ve 

modeled our business to work with and directly support agencies and teams that want to 

expand their services. To help small businesses, you’ll become their one-stop shop. For your 

agency, you’ll increase revenue without the work. 

Here’s how it works:

•  We’ll use [Your Company Name] branding across all deliverables.

• We’ll work directly with you OR work together to create guidelines on how we talk 

with clients.

• You can call, text, or email us when your team/clients have marketing questions.

• You can expect results—our detailed account & agency reports will showcase our 

work.

Data Driven Marketers
Schedule a strategy call at datadrivenmarketers.com/schedule/

projects@datadrivenmarketers.com
(480) 433-4055
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